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About This Game

Long ago in a land of five Kingdoms an amulet, known as the Hand of Mobus, was shattered into five pieces and hidden
throughout the Far Reaches. Dark Magic spread throughout the land and the evil wizard Torlok began his reign of terror.

Now the fate of the Five Kingdoms rests upon Lathan, the last of the Argent Kings. To restore freedom he must first recover the
broken pieces of the amulet, but his journey is filled with many challenges. Danger and evil forces await as you guide Lathan on

his quest of power and magic.

This graphic adventure game is fully animated and requires more than simply choosing when to fight or which way to dodge in
accordance with the animation. Instead the player has full control over Thayer Alconred's movement to different areas and must
find and use a variety of magical objects to overcome enemies and obstacles. There are many ways to mess up and permanently
lose the game. There are several branching paths, resulting in different dialogue. The RDI'S Computer voice sometimes gives

hints and the player's score.

A unique gameplay style based on using the right items in the right situations, or else...

Lots of classic cartoon video footage

You’ll be surprised how easy it is to die in a fantasy world!
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Title: Kingdom: The Far Reaches
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Interplay
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 30 Dec, 1995

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 447 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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Let\u2019s start with the fact that this game was made by these people http:\/\/www.lazyturtlegames.com\/about.html who
mainly have created hidden object games since 2007 and have just over a dozen of them under their belt. I'm not sure where this
one falls in place in that timeline of creation and for their sake I hope it was one of their earlier attempts as this game seems
rather crude in comparison to the HOG genre we've recently become accustomed to.

This really barely scrapes a thumbs up from me, and like its title you may wish to keep this asylum abandoned. While there are
several steam reviews that state that this game has an interesting story, ITS A LIE! Seriously I've seen a better story content
come out of my handkerchief after blowing my nose. Maybe they should make a game out of that and start looking for hidden
objects...

One of the biggest problems with the game is that there are only two characters you ever come across and both of them are just
lucky that my in game sledgehammer was missing by the time i found them. Both of them together seem to have an IQ lower
than what might come out of my handkerchief. First there is a young boy which blurts out that he has done something wrong
and runs away the second you get there and the second is a shivering policeman who swears that he left the crime scene of a
similar boy who was dead at the bottom of an elevator shaft to have some coffee with his partner and upon his return the boy
was gone. Is this really to be considered riveting story telling?

Granted this is only a red herring side plot as the main plot is about you a person who wakes up every night in a cold sweat after
a nightmare where you\u2019re running down the asylum corridor being chased by an unknown entity. While it might sound
supernatural, it isn't. In fact it's rather nothing at all. There are hardly any documents that tell you anything other than the fact of
obvious things like your standing in an asylum. There are six skeletons that you will eventually discover and all that they will tell
you is that they are dead. In fact a half-eaten chicken leg on one of the asylum dinner tables probably told me a better story than
the six skeletons combined did. As you venture to the top floor you will find 7 torture rooms each with their own cut scene
animation. None of which make any sense either.

The whole game is so illogical and the worst part is, it doesn\u2019t do a good job in attempting to properly answer everything.
Why was the policeman there in the first place? Don't know. Who is the kid and who are his parents? Don't know. Did the
skeletons really kill themselves or were they murdered? Don't know. Who are you? Don't know. What happened to the previous
mental patients that escaped? Don't know. Why do you have dreams of falling down the elevator shaft when you never actually
did that in the past? Don't know. Who the hell is feeding the dog since everyone has been long dead? Don't know. Why the hell
are their puzzles on every bleeding door? Don't know. Why are their fresh brains in the bin? Don't know. Why am I searching
for other things that I don't need such as a bowling pin, a camel, a penguin, even after I have found the item I need to progress
the game? Don't know. Why can't i pick up other objects that seem more useful such as a gun in the hidden object scene instead
of just boring stuff like an empty glass? Don't know. Why can't I take all this stuff and sell it on Ebay since everyone else is
dead and won\u2019t be needing it? Don't know. Why did they torture us at this assylum? Don't know. Was hidden object
finding one of their means of torture? Don't know.

The developers try and pad the walls of the game by making you traverse back and forth constantly treating you with a HO game
at each end. There are a handful of other puzzles to solve, most of which are quite easy. Two which gave me some grief. The
best thing about this game is that you can easily get through all the achievements in the game in one play through. To do that it is
crucial that you never hit the hint button to skip a puzzle or a HO game. The majority of the achievements (22 of them) is to
find a morphing picture which fades in and out of most screen shots and click on it.

In final there is some decent animation near the end of the game and some cool background effects and sounds, but due to the
tedious set out of HO games and the extremely poorly explained Hodge podge story for the $7.00 it is normally priced at, it's
definitely not one to go crazy for.

Below is me playing the game up to the point where you get into the asylum and meet the two characters, it should be enough of
a play through for you to work out if this is a game for you. Thanks for reading.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZgRuxO-G1UY
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If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. Fantastically fun game, but too short! I won't ding it for being short
though.

Graphically, it's on-par with even today's modern games. Gameplay, it's great. Competent, non-arcade-type gun play without the
complexity of some of today's modern offerings.

I've owned this game for _years_ and until looking to see if the publisher had done any further Frontlines games, I really never
noticed that there was a multiplayer; yes, the option was there, but I guess I never really noticed it. I guess that this game never
seemed like it would be a good MP, so maybe that was it; at least it didn't devolve in to some POS CoD or BF cheatfest gaming
that only kids play these days, so maybe it's a good thing! Apparently you can still play on LAN though. So, can't ding it for lack
of MP when I never noticed MP was really there.

If you want a great FPS and will accept kind of a short story, check out Fuel of War, and its prequel or sequel Homefront from
the same publisher.. i really hoped that this game will be like restaurant city (an old game in facebook) because that game was
amazing, and this game is not like that at all. the good thing is this game still in development so keep it up developers!. Just as
awesome as the first.

If you loved The Prodigy you'll loved The Hero Project.

If you liked The Prodigy you'll like The Hero Project.

If you didn't like The Prodigy you wont like The Hero Project.. The software maybe will never be updated again, so I edit my
first review. If you need a software similar to maptool, this is for you. You can't roll dices or play online, this software can only
make you do some dungeon crawl, if you have a projector. It has fog of war, you can add your models and your maps, and add
some text. But hardly, at the moment, you could run a campaign or an adventure in it, since it's very limited in its options. Made
a corgi with 5 heads

11\/10 would recommend
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Didn't bother reading any of the tutorial... but I was soon rewarded with numerous dead turtles generally floating around the
place.

If you pick it up for only 2 dollars like I did then it's not too bad for a dodgy sim\/sandbox\/etc game.. Got to test this out for the
PC and I found it very fun to play while in the dark. Played the first Yomawari on PS Vita and got hooked!. cheap.......what
more can I say.. Unplayable with the server issue, constant disconect.

With the game had gone rid off the microtransaction, what's the use of always online anymore?

if you only hope to provide service to NA player restrict the avaliablity region for purchase, many of online games on steam
does that.

always online isn't the issue, the naivity of the publisher is.

TL;DR Don't sell me product that doesn't work. The graphics of this game are beautiful and the challenges are appropriate in
difficulty and simplicity. I'm an avid fan of logic puzzles and prefer the ones where the rules are clearly explained in a visual
manner. Strata does that perfectly and quickly, allowing you to jump right in without excessive amounts of tutorial.

With two and a half hours in I've gotten up to the end of Set 2, out of 7. Granted theres been some moments of idling do to me
being a stay at home mother and needing to check on my son, but I still feel entertained and eager to continue on with perfecting
each score. The price is fair at the 3.99 I purchased the game for. I would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys a casual
logic puzzle.
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